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Executive Summary
This report sets out the impact of the Additional Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO’s)
property licensing scheme in Redbridge and outlines the council’s proposals for the
renewal of the scheme to ensure HMO properties are safe and effectively managed.
From its introduction in 2017, property licensing has had a significant impact on
improving standards in the private rented sector and continues to support a range of
strategic housing objectives. It is an intervention tool that allows local authorities to
improve the condition and management of private rented properties within their area.
Property licensing has also assisted the council and other statutory agencies to address
anti-social behaviour and criminal activity that is more prevalent in privately rented
accommodation such as HMO’s.
The evidence within this report demonstrates that the private rented sector licensing
schemes have been utilised to effect positive change in the borough by improving
housing standards, making rental accommodation safer, helping to tackle anti-social
behaviour, crime and dealing with rogue landlords who refuse to engage with the council.
The council are proposing to renew the Additional HMO Licensing scheme for five
years across all wards in the borough. This will be subject to the outcome of a 12 - week
consultation with all stakeholders.
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1. Introduction
About Redbridge
Population
In 2020 the total population of Redbridge was 305,658 this is an increase of 6 % (16,808)
since 2013, Redbridge is now ranked 13 (out of 33 London boroughs in the London region)
in terms of total population. The main (predominate) component of Redbridge population
change is migration. Redbridge’s resident population is 150,313 (49.2%) female and
155,345 (50.8%) are male.
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Figure 1: Total resident population of Redbridge
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Migration
In 2020 the net migration inflow accounted for 2,505 people of the overall change followed
by natural change which accounted for 2,345 people.
Population change, International Migration Inﬂow (from 2013 to 2020) & Population change,
International Migration Outﬂow (from 2013 to 2020) for Redbridge
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Figure 2: Migration Inflow and Outflow
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Age of Population
Of the 305,658 people living in Redbridge in 2020, 76,447 people (25.0%) were
aged 0 to -17 years, 189,938 people (62.1%) were aged 18 to 64 years and 39,273
people (12.8%) were aged 65 years and over.
This compares to 22.7% aged 0 to 17 years, 65.1% aged 18 to 64 years and 12.2% aged
65 years and over for the London region, and 21.4%, 60.1% and 18.5% for England.

Population - Three broad age groups (2020) for Redbridge
39,273, 13%
76,447, 25%

189,938, 62%

Redbridge - Population aged 0 to 17 - 2020 - People

Redbridge - Population aged 18 to 64 - 2020 - People

Redbridge - Population aged 65 and over - 2020 - People

Figure 3: Age of population
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Ethnicity
Redbridge is a diverse borough. The ethnicity breakdown for Redbridge residents
is shown below:

Population - ethnicity (2011) for Redbridge
7,520, 3%

118,646, 43%
116,503, 42%

11,456, 4%

24,845, 9%

Redbridge - Residents who are White - 2011 - People
Redbridge - Residents who are Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - 2011 People
Redbridge - Residents who are Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - 2011 - People
Redbridge - Residents who are Asian/Asian British - 2011 - People
Redbridge - Residents who are Other ethnic group - 2011 - People

Figure 4: Ethnicity in Redbridge 2011 Census
Powered by LG Inform
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1.1 The Private Rented Sector in Redbridge
In 2019 the Office of National Statistics (ONS) estimated that the private rented
sector was equivalent to 35% of all housing in the borough. Since 2012 the private
rented sector in Redbridge has grown by 64%.

ONS Dwelling Stock by Tenure Estimates 2019
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Figure 5: ONS 2019 Subnational estimates dwelling stock by tenure
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Figure 6: ONS 2019 Subnational estimates private rented dwelling stock in
Redbridge 2012 - 2019
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2. Property Licensing Schemes
Property licensing is a tool that assists local authorities to improve property conditions
and the management of privately rented properties allowing private renters to access safer
accommodation.
The Housing Act 2004 sets out the three types of property licensing available to local
authorities and prescribes how a local authority can implement them.

Selective Licensing
Selective licensing applies to properties let to single family households in areas designated by
the council however if implemented in more than 20% of a borough an application must be
made to the Secretary of State.

Additional HMO Licensing
Additional HMO licensing applies to smaller houses in multiple occupation (HMO’S) that are
let to 3 or 4 unrelated people, forming 2 or more households who share amenities such as a
bathroom or kitchen. It also applies to certain converted flats or blocks (also known as section
257 HMO’s). Additional licensing can be designated by a local council.
Mandatory HMO licensing
Mandatory HMO licensing is a national scheme which applies to large HMO’s that are let to 5
or more unrelated people that form 2 or more households and who share amenities such as a
bathroom or kitchen.

2.1 What is a House in Multiple Occupation (HMO)
Under the Housing Act 2004 a HMO can be either:
•

A building occupied by three or more persons living as two or more households, where
there is a sharing of some or all amenities e.g. bathroom, kitchen facilities.

•

A building converted into flats where the conversion fails to meet the 1991 Building
Regulations and a third or more of the flats are privately rented.

Article 4
In 2019 the council introduced an Article 4 (1) Direction. This Article 4 (1) means that permitted
development rights will no longer apply to small HMO development. Planning permission is
required for all development proposals for HMOs across Redbridge.
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2.2 Legal requirements for HMO Landlords and Tenants
The Housing Act 2004 sets out the requirements for landlords and property managers of
HMO’s as follows:
Duty of manager to take safety measures

Duties of HMO Occupiers (tenants)

The manager must ensure his name, address and
any telephone contact number are made available
to each household in the HMO; and these details are
clearly displayed in a prominent position in the HMO.

Occupiers must conduct themselves in a way
that will not hinder or frustrate the manager in
the performance of his duties

The manager must ensure that all means of escape
from fire in the HMO are kept free from obstruction;
and maintained in good order and repair.

Allow the manager, for any purpose connected
with the carrying out of any duty imposed on
him by these Regulations, at all reasonable
times to enter any living accommodation or
other place occupied by that person.

The manager must ensure that any fire-fighting
equipment and fire alarms are maintained in good
working order.

Provide the manager, at his request, with any
such information as he may reasonably require
for the purpose of carrying out any such duty

The manager must ensure that all notices indicating
the location of means of escape from fire are
displayed in positions within the HMO that enable
them to be clearly visible to the occupiers.

Take reasonable care to avoid causing damage
to anything which the manager is under a
duty to supply, maintain or repair under these
Regulations

The manager must take all such measures as are
reasonably required to protect the occupiers of the
HMO from injury, having regard to the design and
structural conditions in the HMO, and the number of
occupiers in the HMO.

Store and dispose of litter in accordance with
the arrangements made by the manager

Managers have a duty to maintain the water supply,
drainage gas, electricity, fixtures, fittings, appliances

Comply with the reasonable instructions of the
manager in respect of any means of escape from
fire, the prevention of fire and the use of fire
equipment

Managers have a duty to maintain living
accommodation

Occupiers must conduct themselves in a way
that will not hinder or frustrate the manager in
the performance of his duties

Managers have a duty to provide waste disposal
facilities.

Allow the manager, for any purpose connected
with the carrying out of any duty imposed on
him by these Regulations, at all reasonable
times to enter any living accommodation or
other place occupied by that person.
Provide the manager, at his request, with any
such information as he may reasonably require
for the purpose of carrying out any such duty

Table 1: HMO Management Regulations
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2.3 HMO minimum standards
Prior to the approval of a HMO licence the council must be satisfied that the property
meets the required minimum standards. The guidance provides a framework to assist
landlords in ensuring their rental accommodation achieves the required standards
This framework sets out acceptable standards for sleeping accommodation, kitchen,
dining and living facilities, personal washing and WC facilities, fire safety, heating, and
other considerations.

2.4 Licensing in Redbridge
There are four property licensing schemes in operation. The council has been
operating selective and additional HMO licensing since 2017 and mandatory HMO
licensing since 2006.
Additional (HMO) and Mandatory (HMO) licensing are in force in all wards. Selective
schemes 1 and 2 operate across 14 wards (see figure 7). The table below shows the
schemes currently in operation and their expiry dates:

Scheme

Expiry

Mandatory HMO licensing

National scheme with no expiry

Whole borough Additional HMO licensing

12 April 2022

Selective licensing Scheme 1 (2 Wards)

12 July 2022

Selective Licensing Scheme 2 (12 Wards)

30 September 2023

Table 2: Expiry date for the current schemes

Requirements for a HMO licence
When an application is made for any HMO licence our housing enforcement team will
undertake a compliance visit to ensure that the accommodation meets with legislation
and that required minimum standards are met before granting a licence.
Landlords are required to supply gas, electrical and fire safety certificates. They are also
vetted under the “fit and proper person” test which ensures that they do not hold any
convictions that may preclude them from holding a property licence.
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© Crown copyright and database rights 2018 Ordnance Survey
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Figure 7: Map of selective licensing designation

Licensed properties in Redbridge
Alongside ONS data, the council uses a tenure intelligence modelling system (TIMs) which is
a predictive analysis software programme that reviews council held data, such as council tax,
housing benefit and housing related complaints such as disrepair and anti-social behaviour.
The programme predicts the numbers of properties that are likely to be privately rented based
on these datasets. TIMs enables the smart targeting of enforcement resources by ranking the
likelihood that any property is privately rented.
Selective

Additional

Mandatory

TOTAL

Total Estimated Licensable Properties (TIMS)

31431

761

942

33134

Licence Applications Received
(as at 19 August 2021)

17623

496

813

18932

Estimated Unlicensed Properties

13808

265

129

14202

% Properties Licensed

56%

65%

86%

57%

Table 3: Number of Properties Licenced by Scheme

Table 3 shows that 57% of the predicted number of licensable properties in Redbridge now
have a valid licence or have an application in process. Conversely, 43% of the estimated private
rented properties remain unlicenced. It is anticipated that the majority of these will be inspected/
licensed over the next two years prior to the expiry of the schemes.
Evidence for Consultation December 2021
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Licensing of HMO’s remains a high priority for the service since such properties are
generally of a poorer standard as a result of conversions and therefore present the
highest level of safety risk.

Figure 8: Licenced HMO’s in Redbridge

The above map shows the distribution of HMO’s across Redbridge
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2.5 Impact of Property Licensing in Redbridge
Licensing schemes require landlords who let privately rented properties in designated areas
in the borough to hold a licence and comply with the licence conditions.
Under the Housing Act 2004 and Housing and Planning Act 2016 the Council can take
enforcement action where landlords fail to meet their statutory obligations or are otherwise
non-compliant.
The council has a duty to provide fair, reasonable and effective regulation and in doing so
undertakes intelligence led identification of any unlicensed private rented properties to
ensure that they meet Housing, Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS) requirements.
The HHSRS assists the council to identify and protect against potential risks and hazards
to health and safety from any deficiencies identified in dwellings. Enforcement action is
mandatory against landlords offering unlicensed, sub-standard homes to gain an unfair
competitive market advantage. More details on how the council conducts enforcement
activity can be found in the Redbridge PRS Enforcement Policy.
Failure to licence a property (HMO, Additional HMO, or Selective) or where there is noncompliance with licensing conditions is considered an offence. Any persons in breach of
the requirements may be prosecuted by the council, or alternatively the service may issue a
financial penalty notice (FPN). Depending upon the circumstances and nature of the offence,
a penalty notice of up to £30,000 can be served per breach.
Licensing and enforcement have delivered a significant increase in private sector housing
regulation. Illustrative examples and case studies of enforcement actions are reported in
Appendices 1 and 2. The service regularly publicises details of enforcement results as a
reassurance to tenants and a deterrent to non-compliant landlords.
Residential Service Requests
Since July 2017, a total of 7,470 service requests have been received by the Housing
Standards Team. Service requests are made by completing a ‘report it’ form on the council’s
website or by e-mail to the team.

Evidence for Consultation December 2021
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Figure 9: Service requests received by ward July 2017 - August 2021

Figure 9 indicates the location of service requests. The demand for housing standards support
is received from all wards across the borough with the highest demand from the south of the
borough.
The volume of service requests received provides an indication that residents do understand
how to raise concerns with the council concerning the standard of their rented homes. It also
demonstrates the prevalence of poor housing conditions and related issues.

Enforcement and licensing inspections
From July 2017, Housing Enforcement Officers have undertaken 12,273 statutory housing
inspections. These inspections include single family dwellings, large and small HMO’s, and Beds in
Sheds (outbuildings used as residential accommodation).
Inspection rates may have increased further but for the Covid-19 restrictions, which have had a
noticeable impact on the inspections conducted during 2020/21.
At the start of the pandemic government guidance to local authorities required all proactive
work to be suspended. Officers focused on reactive work to deal with category 1 and 2 hazards
and carried out welfare audits to ensure that vulnerable tenants and those within HMOs were
supported. Desktop compliance assessments of licensed properties were undertaken in the
pandemic period.
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Number of inspections carried out between April 2017 - April 2021
Inspections &
compliance visits

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Grand Total

PRS properties

780

2027

6221

*2349

*896

12273

Table 4 Enforcement inspections April 2017 - March 2021

Figure 10: Inspections by ward July 2017 – August 2021

Identification serious (category 1 and 2) hazards
The primary purpose of the Redbridge licensing scheme has been and remains the
improvement of housing conditions and raising the quality of life for residents. It seeks to
achieve this by three principal interventions - reducing overcrowding; identifying category 1
and 2 hazards; and abatement of those hazards through enforcement.
Property licensing has strengthened the council’s ability to identify properties that present
high risk hazards that impact upon the living standards of families. The licensing scheme is
supported by a wider range of regulatory tools including “improvement” and “prohibition”
notices, financial penalties and banning orders for rogue landlords.

Evidence for Consultation December 2021
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Housing related hazards are identified using the Health and Housing Safety Rating System.
(HHSRS) which is a tool to evaluate the potential risks to health and safety from any
deficiencies identified in dwellings. HHSRS assessments are made based on the condition of
the whole dwelling and identify hazards present, including:
•

their chance of causing harm

•

how serious the harm is likely to be (likelihood)

•

any extra risk to children, elderly or other vulnerable people

Hazards are rated as category 1 or 2, where Category 1 priority hazards pose serious risk the
council has a duty to take enforcement action and requires the improvements to be made.
This can include prohibition of occupation where necessary.
The housing enforcement team have made a significant impact on housing conditions in the
borough. Between 2017 and 2021 a total of 1485 hazards were identified and resolved which
included 828 category 1 hazards and 657 category 2 hazards.
Hazard type

Category 1
Hazard

Category 2
Hazard

Total
hazards

Fire
Damp and mould
Electrical hazards
Excess Cold
Domestic hygiene, pests and refuse
Crowding and space
Structural Collapse and Falling Elements
Falls between levels
Personal hygiene, sanitation and drainage
Falls associated with stairs and steps
Entry by intruders
Falls on level surfaces
Lighting
Collision and entrapment
Food safety
Noise
Personal hygiene, sanitation and drainage.
Falls between levels
Excess heat
Asbestos
Carbon Monoxide and Fuel Combustion
Flames, hot surfaces and materials

355
141
74
84
9
37
40
15
17
18
8
2
5
4
7
4
3
0
1
1
1
1
828

79
156
63
21
87
41
17
42
23
20
19
25
4
7
14
3
0
3
1
0
23
8
657

434
297
137
105
96
78
57
57
40
38
27
27
9
11
21
7
3
3
2
1
24
9
1485

Table 5: HHSRS hazards identified in Schemes 1 & 2. (April 21)
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During the 12,273 inspections carried out numerous additional hazards outside categories 1 and
2 have been dealt with informally e.g. condensation (drying clothes inside), internal decorative
conditions, cracks and low risk defects.
Approximately 1,000 properties have been improved as a direct result of the licensing regime.
The table below indicates the type of hazards resolved, including enforcement action taken.
Licensing is a key element in reducing poor housing conditions. Landlords who do not comply
with licensing are more likely to rent out substandard properties with a disproportionate number
of hazards. These pose a significant risk to the safety, health and wellbeing of occupants.
Number of Properties with Category 1 hazards
Number of Properties with Category 2 hazards
Number of Category 1 hazards resolved
Number of Category 2 hazards resolved
Total category 1 and 2 hazards

577
382
828
657
1485

Table 6: Category 1 and 2 hazards

The Building Research Establishment (BRE). estimated that by removing 267 category 1
hazards the saving to the NHS could be as much as £33,000 per year. For Redbridge this
equates to a £102,337 saving to the NHS.
It is currently estimated that a further 7,324 properties in the borough may still fall below
the decent homes standard. Continuing with and expanding the PRS licencing schemes will
enable future actions to identify, inspect and regulate these properties.

Figure11: Category 1 hazards located by ward July 2017 – August 2021
Evidence for Consultation December 2021
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Enforcement actions
Since 2017 Redbridge Housing Enforcement Officers have served 3074 statutory
notices to improve conditions in the private rented sector.
Total number of statutory notices served between 2017 - 2021

3074

Statutory Notices Scheme 1

834

Statutory Notices Scheme 2

1,933

Outside designation

307

Table 7: Enforcement notices served

Figure 12: Notices served by ward July 2017 – August 2021
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The licensing schemes provide resources to enable the statutory obligations of the
council to undertake enforcement and raise standards in all wards including those that
fall outside the designated licence areas.
Since the introduction of the PRS licensing scheme in 2017, Redbridge Housing
Enforcement team has served 530 Financial Penalty Notices (FPN) with a total value
of approximately penalty value of £2 million. Penalties were for offences under the
Housing Act 2004, The Housing and Planning Act 2016 and The Management of
Houses in Multiple Occupation Regulations 2006. All penalty income is reinvested into
the funding and enforcement of the PRS. This is a requirement of an approved PRS
licencing scheme.
A further 48 successful prosecutions were achieved between including 1 Proceeds of
Crime Act (POCA) and 1 banning order. The top offences are failure to license an HMO
and failure to license a property under Selective licensing. Also, a range of offences has
been identified including overcrowding in HMO’s, management regulation breaches,
particularly lack of safety provision, poor management, and poor housing conditions.
Offences also include:
•

Failure to license an HMO

•

Overcrowding in HMO’s

•

Failure to license a Selective property

•

Breach of HMO licensing conditions

•

Breach of Selective licensing conditions

•

Failure to comply with an Improvement Notice

•

Failure to comply with a Prohibition Order

•

Failure to provide information and documents

•

Breach of HMO management regulations e.g. fire safety

Case studies on prosecutions taken by Redbridge against non-compliant landlords can
be found at Appendix 2 attached.
All successful prosecutions, financial penalty and banning order information are posted
for public scrutiny on the Rogue Landlord databases governed by Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) and Greater London Authority (GLA).

Rent Repayment Orders (RROs)
Redbridge PRS team works proactively with Justice for Tenants (JFT) to maximise
the impact of the enforcement work undertaken. JFT have supported tenants to
obtain rent repayment orders (RRO), where a property has been let in breach of the
requirements. In 2019 a total of £73,719 was recovered with an average award of
£4,607.48 for each tenant.

Evidence for Consultation December 2021
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Landlord and tenant engagement
Redbridge Landlord Forum
The Landlord Forum has been successful in engaging with landlords and other stakeholders.
Forums are held quarterly and regularly attract over 100 local landlords. The meetings are a
platform to update on the work of the licensing and enforcement teams and give updates on
legislation, policy, and practice. The forum also offers a sounding board for policy changes
that affect landlords. Networking sessions at the meetings give an opportunity for landlords
to meet with colleagues and discuss issues with council officers. Internal departments such
as council tax, housing and planning regularly attend as do other public services such as the
London Fire Service and Immigration Control.
The initial launch of Redbridge’s Landlord Forum in September 2017 was attended by over
200 landlords. The Forum has continued to expand with over 400 members and 2,893
subscribers to landlord information and 2,954 subscribers for tenant information.

Landlord Zone
The Landlord Zone on the councils web site provides helpful information for landlords. This
has been particularly useful for officers to update landlords during the pandemic. In the
period 1 April to 31 March 2020, the site received 16,558 visitors.

Landlord Accreditation
It is a condition of each property licence that landlords should be a member of an
accreditation scheme. Accreditation gives landlords the information they need to be able to
manage their properties safely and effectively.
Increasing the number of landlords who have received formal training has been an aim of
the scheme to improve the quality of management of privately rented properties. Keeping
landlords engaged contributes to sustained improvements in the sector. London Landlord
Accreditation Scheme (LLAS) is one such scheme. Prior to the Coronavirus pandemic, the
figure below identifies an upward trend.

Accredited Landlords (LLAS) 2017-20
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

01/01/2017 to 31/12/2017 01/01/2018 to 31/12/2018 01/01/2019 to 31/12/2019 01/01/2020 to 31/12/2020

Figure 13: LLAS Accredited Landlords 2017 – 2020
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3. Anti-Social Behaviour
The Community Protection Team (CPT) operates 7 days a week dealing with Anti-Social
Behaviour (ASB) reported incidents and take enforcement action. Residents are encouraged to
report via the ‘Report it’ on online form posted on the landing page of the Council’s website.

Figure 14: Ward map of ASB

The above map shows the incidents of ASB reported across the borough

Evidence for Consultation December 2021
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The Private Sector Housing team, including the property licensing and enforcement
functions operate alongside the Community Protection Team (discharging the Councils
statutory functions under the Crime and Antisocial Behaviour Act 2014) within Civic Pride
in the Communities directorate. Both teams collaborate to investigate the wide range of
antisocial and neighbour dispute issues relating to a private rented property:
•

Anti-social behaviour

•

Noise nuisance

•

Untidy front and rear gardens

•

Fly tipping and littering offences

•

Neighbour disputes

•

Health & Safety

•

Pest Control

•

Public Health

•

Property Licensing enforcement

•

HMO licensing enforcement

•

Other statutory nuisances
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Grand
Total

HMO Additional (Licensed)

15

20

33

65

10

143

HMO Mandatory (Licensed)

61

55

83

164

53

416

Selective Scheme 1 (Licensed)

74

47

119

211

50

501

Selective Scheme 2 (Licensed)

273

286

424

738

194

1917

Total private rented ASB

423

408

659

1178

307

2977

-17%

-18%

36%

*51%

Total % change from 2017
*estimate based upon months 1-4

Table 8: Redbridge ASB complaints 2017-2021

The above table shows the number of ASB complaints associated with privately
rented properties.
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Figure 15: Map of ASB incidents associated to licensed HMO’s

The map above shows the ASB incidents associated to licensed HMO’s across the borough.
During 2017 – 2021 there were 30,864 antisocial behaviour reports received by the council from
residents. Just under 10% of all complaints relate to a private rented property. From 2017 – 2020
reported antisocial behaviour has increased as have the incidences within the private rented sector,
with higher cases being recorded in Scheme 2 licensed properties and HMO’s across the borough.
The partnership approach when enforcing licence conditions to manage ASB encourages licence
holders to engage and manage their properties effectively, particularly when tenants are causing
nuisances. Repeated breaches of licence conditions can impact on a licence holder’s ability to retain
a licence. The enforcement option encourages appropriate tenant behaviour and ultimately will
eliminate persistently poor landlords and achieve long-term improvements.
Evidence for Consultation December 2021
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The Housing Enforcement Service provides ongoing planned enforcement activity, projects
and ‘action days’ with partners to review and enforce at PRS properties that are persistently
linked to ASB and crime.

Fly tipping
Other examples persistent forms of ASB behaviour include fly tipping. In 2019/20 Redbridge
was ranked 6 out of 33 boroughs for fly tipping incidents.

Figure 16: Fly tipping incidents in Redbridge comparison to London Boroughs
Powered by LG Inform Source: Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Property licensing conditions are assisting to reduce the incidences of fly tipping and require the
landlord to provide adequate receptacles for waste management and provide information to
tenants on waste presentation and collection. In addition, the council provides a free bulky waste
collection service to assist with collection of large items including mattresses and white goods to
prevent them for being dumped on the street. Joint partnership work with the waste management
team has helped identify many sub-standard porperties including illegal HMO’s.
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Noise
Noise is also a persistent problem with rented properties in Redbridge. Redbridge ranks
13 out of 33 London boroughs for noise complaints per 1,000 populations.

Figure 17: Noise complaints per 1,000 population by London Borough
Powered by LG Inform Source: Rublic Health England

When analysing the council’s own data 10, 483 residential noise complaints were received
between January 2017 – August 2021. Of these 20% were private rentals. Property licensing
conditions enable the council to address noise related ASB and work with licence holders in
order to take prompt and effective action in a co-ordinated manner.
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Prostitution
In August 2018, Redbridge became the first London Borough to introduce a Borough Wide Public
Space Protection Order (PSPO) making it an offence to buy or attempt to buy sex from another person
in a public place. In early 2019 up to 35 women involved in prostitution in the borough.
The reduction in the number of women involved in on-street prostitution is in most part, due to the
high level of enforcement of that PSPO, by Police and Local Authority Enforcement Officers, against
the men seeking to buy sex throughout 2019. That lower number of women has been maintained, in
part due to the Coronavirus pandemic, but also as a result of continued Enforcement and monitoring.
Following public consultation successful application was made to extend the PSPO until August 2024
and Enforcement partners, including the Housing Enforcement team continue to work together to
reduce both on-street and rented property related prostitution as part of a long-term continuing
project.
It may inevitably that on-street enforcement might drive the sex trade indoors. Since the beginning of
2021, fifteen Redbridge addresses, all of which are privately rented, have been identified for suspected
brothel activity. All addresses were visited by police at an early stage to identify potential welfare and
safety issues, and most visits included officers from Private Sector Housing Enforcement. Most recently
partners from a charitable women’s safety organisation have also begun attending these visits to offer
first-hand support and exit opportunities to any women encountered who do present as sex workers.

Untidy Front Gardens
Redbridge has a problem with untidy front gardens and rental properties. A recent pilot scheme to
address untidy front gardens has been undertaken in Clementswood ward to address the issue. The
pilot found that 50% of untidy front gardens was attributed to rented properties and 14% of these
were HMO’s. To address this the community protection team issues 3878 warnings and 52 notices.
Status of property
Number Untidy
Front Gardens
visited

Community
Protection
Warnings

Community
Protection
Notices

Fixed
Penalty
Notices

Owned

Rent

HMO

378

378

52

11

160

191
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Table 9: Untidy front garden action

4. Crime
Residential burglary
From January 2017 – December 2017 there were 2398 offences recorded for residential burglary in
Redbridge. This high number of offences ranked Redbridge 2nd in recorded offences for residential
burglary in London. The crime rate for residential burglary in Redbridge (6.48 per 1,000 population)
was notably higher than the residential burglary crime rate in London during that period.
There has been a significant decrease in the crime rate for residential burglaries since property
licensing has been in operation. The latest figures show a decrease of 22% in all classes of burglary
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across the borough and residential burglary has decreased by 29%. Covid-19 may have heavily
impacted the number of incidents due to households staying at home during lockdown. However,
property licensing conditions require landlords to ensure a level of security. During inspections and
visits enforcement officers will review security (which is one of the HHSRS hazards) and ensure that
any properties that fail security measures are remedied.

Offence Type

Volume Volume
Volume
R12 May R12 May
19 to Apr 20 to Apr Change R12
2020
2021

Total Offences
All Burglary
Burglary - Residential
All Theft
Theft person
All Robbery
Robbery - Personal Property
Violence Against the Person
Public Order Offences
Drug Offences
Sexual Offences
Vehicle Crime
Criminal Damage
Offensive Weapons

23,889
2,034
1,637
4,749
862
883
814
6,325
1,209
1,522
482
4,742
1,441
175

22,792
1,579
1,159
4,302
759
610
564
6,874
1,373
1,701
570
3,909
1,362
150

-1,097
-455
-478
-447
-103
-273
-250
549
164
179
88
-833
-79
-25

% Change
R12
-4.59%
-22.37%
-29.20%
-9.41%
-11.95%
-30.92%
-30.71%
8.68%
13.56%
11.76%
18.26%
-17.57%
-5.48%
-14.29%

Table 10: Crime Volume in Redbridge

Drug related Offences
The table above highlights an 11.7% increase in drug related offences in Redbridge. In addition,
violence against the person, public order, and sexual offences have increased significantly.
A recent report commission by the council found that there has been a proliferation of HMOs and
a corresponding growth in population. This has brought about an increase in offending and antisocial behaviour including drug use, public disorder, and criminal damage. These offences are found
to be higher in our vulnerable populations who are generally resident in cheaper private rented
accommodation such as HMO’s and hostels. This has led to a ‘pooling’ of substance misuse, which in
turn attracts the attention of both dealers and other users who come to the area to score or deal.
Property licensing enables the housing enforcement team to work in partnership with the police and
landlords to address drug related activity stemming from HMO’s and other rented properties.
The report concluded that the council should continue to licence HMOs, setting area limits of the
number of HMOs per ward through Article 4 and continue with enforcement work.
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5. Alternatives to property licensing for the PRS in Redbridge
As part of this consultation exercise, the Council wants to hear your views on
Alternative measures that could be implemented instead of our property licensing schemes that offer
the same level of protection for our tenants in the private rented sector.
Alternative
Measures Available

Pro’s

Con’s

Housing Act 2004
Part I

Enforcement powers
HHSRS
Formal notices for category 1 and
2 hazards
Works in default
Landlords can be prosecuted for
failure to comply with a notice

Landlord’s obligations not proactive
Formal action very slow
Notices and works in default time
consuming and expensive
Costs for successful prosecutions very high
Overall improvements to the property not
always achieved

Anti-Social Behaviour
Powers

ASB can be dealt with by issuing
formal notices at addresses
identified. This can resolve ASB at
a specific address.

The powers don’t require the landlords to
be proactive in managing their properties
to prevent or reduce the likelihood of ASB
occurring

Use prosecutions
and civil penalties for
Housing Act offences

Does provide a deterrent to
re-offending landlords whose
properties are in poor condition.

These powers are not obligatory for
landlords to ensure that landlords
proactively improve and manage their
properties effectively.
Successful prosecutions on their own do not
ensure compliance and improvements to
the property conditions.
Without licensing in place the council would
be restricted in how they identify landlords/
responsible persons poorly managed rented
property. Leading to delays for occupants
and neighbours and delay in taking formal
action.

Landlord
Accreditation
schemes

Landlords who undertake
Only good landlords take up accreditation
accreditation can improve their
Criminal landlords do not engage with these
knowledge and skills to manage a schemes
property well.

Housing reforms
proposed by central
government

A registration scheme is
proposed by the government to
introduce a registration scheme
of all privately rented properties.

Does not provide a clear framework for
health and safety checks
Not clear who will be responsible for
checking requirements such as gas,
electrical safety and whether the landlord is
a fit and proper person
No clear timeline

Table 11: Alternatives to Licensing
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6. Proposed renewal additional HMO licensing
Redbridge council is proposing to renew the additional HMO licensing scheme for a
further five years. This will apply to all HMOs in the borough that do not fall under the
government’s mandatory HMO scheme. This includes smaller rental properties with three
or four unrelated people, forming two or more households who share amenities such as
a kitchen or bathroom. It also includes certain converted blocks of flats known as section
257 HMOs.
Redbridge has an increasing population and an increasing number of private rented
dwellings across the borough. The council believes that the renewal of the HMO
additional licensing scheme is needed to continue to address and take effective action
to address the significant number of privately rented HMO properties that have poor
housing conditions and are not being managed effectively. As presented in this report
the prevalence of these issues can be seen in the 12, 273 inspections carried out and the
3074 statutory notices that have been served by the housing enforcement.
In addition to poor property conditions Redbridge has a continuing and persistent
problem with antisocial behaviour including fly tipping, noise, prostitution, untidy
gardens, and crimes such as residential burglary and drug related offences. Licensing
enables the council to work proactively providing a co-ordinated response with the Police
and the council housing enforcement and community protection teams.
Property licensing remains a priority for the council and is an integral part of the
borough’s housing strategy. An increasing reliance on private rented accommodation for
residents and for homeless households means that the council must ensure that our most
vulnerable residents have access to good quality rented accommodation and be safe
from exploitation by criminal landlords.
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6.1 Proposed Designation for Additional HMO Licensing
The council propose to renew additional HMO property licensing in all wards across the borough

Figure 18 Proposed Designation
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6.2 Licence Conditions
The Additional HMO licence conditions are attached as Appendix 3.

6.3 Licence Fees
The council has powers to charge fees for property licences. The proposed fees set out below apply
to Mandatory and Additional HMO licence applications. The licence fees are required to be charged in
two parts following the Hemming and Gaskin ruling. The split fee structure is set out below:
Number of
households

Fee on application
First instalment

Second Instalment
When licence
granted

Total licence fee

2

600

1008

1608

3

600

1098

1698

4

600

1200

1800

5

600

1284

1884

6

600

1380

1980

7

600

1470

2070

8

600

1560

2160

9

600

1656

2256

10

600

1752

2352

Table 12 – Licence Fees
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Other Charges
Service

Cost

Change of address details of any existing licence holder,
manager, owner, mortgagor, freeholder, leaseholder etc

Free

Change of mortgage provider, freeholder, and leaseholder
(unless they are also the licence holder or manager)

Free

Reduction in the number of maximum occupiers and/or
households for licensing purposes

Free

Variation of licence instigated by the council

Free

Change of manager (unless they are also the licence holder)

Free

Change of licence type from a single dwelling to an HMO
(any size)

New application required at full cost.
Payment forfeited on original
application.

Change of licence type from an HMO (any size) to a single
dwelling.

New application required at full cost.
Payment forfeited on original
application.

Change of Licence Holder’s name /or named letting agent
who manages the property once licence issued

New application required at full cost

Advisory visit fee (see website)
If paid and then cancelled

No charge if visit rescheduled a
min.24hrs before original date.
Fee non-refundable if cancelled
completely or no show at property.

Revocation of licence

Free

Application for licence following revocation of licence

Full application fee

Application refused by the council

Full application fee forfeited with no
refund

Application withdrawn by the applicant

Full application fee forfeited with no
refund

Applicant dies and property passed to new owner in Will
(unless beneficiary is already joint owner on application)

New licence required at full fee
unless Death Certificate produced,
then fee will be waivered

Table 13 – Other charges
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We have undertaken a thorough review of all our fees, charges and associated
enforcement activity. This has included a benchmarking against other Local
Authorities. In setting the fees we have taken the following into account:
•

The relative importance of the sector in Redbridge compared to other areas
taking into account the low level of social housing

•

The need to address the role that HMOs and other private rented properties
can have in supporting anti-social behaviour and the drugs ecosystem within
Redbridge

•

Given the scarcity of Council housing and the time taken for those that are
successful to get a property the increasing vulnerability of those place into
the private rented sector

•

The feedback we receive directly from residents’ groups about the need for
the Council to better “police” the damage that the sector is doing to their
communities

•

The need to have sufficient resources in place to identify those properties that
are subject to the scheme

•

The need to ensure that resources are in place to swiftly process any
applications we receive and not have significant backlogs

•

That all enforcement and standards issues are dealt with promptly and we
don’t leave tenants and communities at risk

Taking all these factors into account we believe that the proposed fees represent
a proportionate charge on landlords renting properties within Redbridge when
compared against average rental prices. Licences last for a duration of 5 years
and all fees are ring fenced to activity associated with the scheme.
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7. Conclusion
Property licensing is an intervention tool that allows the council to improve the condition and
management of private rented properties in the borough. The Redbridge PRS licensing schemes
have been utilised to effect positive change in the borough. From its introduction in 2017 property
licensing has improved standards in the private rented sector and continues to support a range of
strategic housing objectives which include:
•

Improving property conditions, external appearance and disrepair of private rented properties
which, if allowed to deteriorate, would be progressively detrimental to the borough, local street
scene and residents

•

Improving safety standards in private rented accommodation including fire, gas and electrical
safety, plus acceptable room sizes, adequacy of kitchens and bathrooms, appropriate to
occupants and families

•

Prevention of overcrowding in HMOs and other rented properties

•

Proactive partnership working to address anti-social behaviour and criminal activity linked to
HMO’s and other rental properties

The council are therefore proposing to renew the Additional HMO Licensing scheme for five years
across all wards in the borough. This will be subject to the outcome of a 12 - week consultation
with all stakeholders.

8. Consultation
The council wants to hear your views on the proposals to renew the Additional (HMO) Licensing
Scheme.
HMO’s are shared homes that include flat and house shares, bedsits, and some buildings that are
converted into flats.
The council wants to continue improve HMO property conditions through licensing to make sure
that they are safe, well managed and well maintained.
Whether you are a landlord, private tenant, resident, business, voluntary/charitable organisation or
other stakeholder please let us know your views.
You can tell us your thoughts by completing the on-line questionnaire on our website:
www.redbridge.gov.uk/hmoconsultation
The consultation will run from 13 December to 7 March 2022
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Appendix 1: Examples of PRS Prosecutions

2018

An Ilford landlord was fined £97.4k. The landlord was given 3 months to pay or 18 months in
prison. This was a second offence. The common parts were in a filthy condition and covered
in mould; smoke detectors had been removed; loose floor covering in the escape route;
extension leads running from one floor to another; dangerous electrics in the shower room.
Offences
• Operating an unlicensed HMO
• Failure to comply with an Emergency Prohibition Order served in 2013,
• Failure to license an HMO and failure to
• Failure to properly manage the HMO
Landlord was found guilty of the offences and received a £5,000 fine and ordered to pay
£2,000 costs and £170 victim surcharge (total financial penalty of £7,170). The court also
imposed a collection order.
The three-storey mid terraced property with a loft conversion had letting rooms at each floor
level. The second-floor loft room contained its own set of kitchen facilities and had restricted
headroom, evidence of scorching on the ceiling and an excessive distance to escape to the
final exit door. The property lacked an adequate means of escape in the event of a fire and
adequate fire precaution measures.
Offences
• failure to comply with an Emergency Prohibition Order,
• failure to license an HMO and
• failure to properly manage the HMO

2019

An Ilford landlord who kept up to twenty-three adults in a property with a maximum
occupancy of six has been subject to a civil penalty fine of £7,500. The property also lacked
sufficient cooking, washing and toilet facilities.
When neighbours complained about overcrowding in June last year, enforcement officers
found sixteen people in the property with evidence of a further seven living there. The HMO
licence was for six tenants.
Offences
• failure to license an HMO and
• failure to properly manage the HMO
Two landlords were fined £16,000 for renting out a property without a licence. The property
did not meet some of the basic standards required for an HMO including no fire doors or
interlinked smoke alarms and overcrowding.
Offences
• failure to license an HMO
• failure to properly manage the HMO
A managing agent must pay £10,000 for renting a property without a licence following a
raid. Twelve people were found to be living in a 4-bedroomed house.
Offences
• failure to license a HMO
• failure to properly manage the HMO
• four breaches of HMO regulations
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2019

A tenant masquerading as a landlord has had to pay out £4000 after he converted two
bedrooms in a flat into illegal bedsits which were then advertised online to let. During the
joint investigation with the London Fire Brigade the unlicensed bedsits were also discovered
to be a potential death trap after being found to have virtually no fire safety measures in
place to protect tenants.
Offences
• failure to license an HMO
• failure to properly manage the HMO
A rogue landlord who let unsafe, unlicensed properties that endangered the lives of 56
people has been fined £25,165.
The landlord was operating five properties as houses in multiple occupation (HMO’s) without
a licence.
The properties were also found to be potential death traps after having no smoke alarms or
fire blankets in the kitchen.
Offences
• failure to license an HMO
• failure to properly manage the HMO

2020

A rogue landlord operating in Redbridge has been fined £5770 after putting tenants lives at
risk in an unlicensed, overcrowded, and unsafe property.
Offences
• failure to license an HMO
• failure to properly manage the HMO
• failure to provide enough bins for the storage of waste

38

Two east London landlords have been fined more than £34,000. The property was operating
as a brothel; severely overcrowded; several severe fire safety failings – no smoke detection –
lack of fire doors
Offences
• Several management offences
• Operating unlicensed HMO
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Appendix 2: Case Studies
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Appendix 3: Licence Conditions
No.
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

Additional Licence Conditions – V8
Condition

Gas Safety Certificate - The licence holder shall, if gas is supplied to the House in Multiple Occupation, referred to hereinafter as the HMO,
produce to Redbridge Council annually for their inspection a gas safety certificate obtained in respect of the HMO within the last 12 months.
The gas safety certificate shall be produced to the Council within 7 Days in accordance with HMO Management Regulations Section 6.1:
Duty of manager to supply and maintain gas and electricity
6.—(1) The manager must supply to the local housing authority within 7 days of receiving a request in writing from that authority the
latest gas appliance test certificate it has received in relation to the testing of any gas appliance at the HMO by a recognised engineer
A copy of this Gas certificate should also be given to all occupiers at the start of their occupation.
Portable Appliance Testing (PAT) and furniture safety
The licence holder shall keep electrical appliances and furniture made available by him/her in the HMO in a safe condition.
Portable Appliance Testing (PAT) and furniture safety- Declaration
The licence holder shall supply Redbridge Council, on demand, with a declaration by him/her as to the safety of such appliances and
furniture must comply with current fire safety legislation. The declarations shall be produced to Redbridge Council within 21 days of
receiving a written demand.
Electrical Installation Condition Report- The licence holder shall ensure that every electrical installation in the house is in proper
working order and safe for continued use; and shall supply the authority, on demand with a declaration by him/her as to the safety
of such installations
Fire Risk Assessment-The licence holder shall carry out a fire risk assessment for the purpose of identifying the general fire
precautions and other measures needed to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, the safety of the occupiers of the HMO
and other persons in the immediate vicinity of the HMO. The licence holder shall then implement in the HMO the general fire
precautions and other measures that have been identified and once implemented shall maintain them and keep them under
review.
Smoke alarms- The licence holder shall ensure that a tamper resistant smoke alarm is installed on each floor of the HMO on which
there is a room used, wholly or partly, as living accommodation and the alarm shall be kept in proper working order.
Carbon monoxide alarm-The licence holder shall install a Carbon Monoxide alarm in every room containing a solid fuel burning
appliance, and keep the alarm maintained in proper working order.
Carbon monoxide alarm declaration-The licence holder shall supply Redbridge Council, on demand, with a declaration by him/her
as to the condition and positioning of such alarms within 21 days of receiving a written demand.
Tenancy agreement-The licence holder shall supply to the occupiers of the HMO a written statement of the terms on which they
occupy it.
Copies of all agreements- The licence holder shall retain copies of all tenancy and/or licence agreements for the duration of the
licence. The licence holder shall provide a copy to Redbridge Council within 21 days of receiving a written demand.
Anti-social behaviour- (ASB) The licence holder shall take all reasonable and practical steps for preventing and dealing with antisocial behaviour and undertake a thorough process of reasonable and effective steps to deal with any complaints that have been
made directly to them or via Redbridge Council or the Metropolitan Police, regarding their occupiers or visitors. For the purpose
of these conditions, anti-social behaviour is taken to comprise behaviour by the occupants of the HMO and/or their visitors, which
causes a nuisance or annoyance to other occupants of the HMO, to lawful visitors to the HMO or to persons residing in or lawfully
visiting the locality of the HMO.
The Licence Holder must comply with the following points and must ensure that their agent (if applicable) acts on their behalf in
compliance to these conditions:
a. If the licence holder receives a complaint regarding anti-social behaviour involving the occupiers or their visitors, he/she
must contact the occupiers in writing within 7 days of receiving the complaint , notifying them of the allegations of the
ASB and of the consequences of its continuation.
b. The Licence Holder or manager must visit the HMO within 7 days if they are informed by the Authority, Police or other
organisation that any occupiers have entered into a Community Resolution, have been issued with an Acceptable
Behaviour Contract or a Civil injunction has been obtained against the occupiers or they have been prosecuted in relation
to ASB
c. During the visit as referenced in b) above, the Licence holder must ensure that the occupiers are provided with a warning
letter advising them of the offense and that their behaviour is unacceptable. They should be reminded that they are
responsible for their own conduct and that of their visitors, the impact their poor behaviour has on the local community
and of the consequences if it continues.
d.
Any letters, emails, legal notices or other documents relating to ASB which are sent or received by the Licence Holder , or
Agent must be kept for 5 years and be provided by the Licence Holder to the Authority within 21 days on demand.
e. Where the Licence Holder has reasonable grounds to suspect that the ASB involves criminal activity they must inform the
appropriate authorities immediately and fully co-operate with the Police and Authority in resolving ASB.
f.
Such co-operation as referenced in e) above includes attending or being represented at any case conferences or multi
agency meetings and providing information to the Police and Authority when requested.
Complaints -The licence holder shall keep copies of any complaints and/or correspondence relating to anti-social behaviour at the
HMO for 3 years and shall provide a copy to Redbridge Council within 21 days of receiving a written demand.
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
23.

24.
25.
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Accreditation scheme-The licence holder and/or the property manager must attend a Landlord Development Day organised
by the London Landlord Accreditation Scheme (LLAS), or attend a minimum of 5 hours training provided by another recognised
training provider within 18 months of the date of issue of the full licence. Alternatively, they shall demonstrate to the satisfaction
of Redbridge Council that they have undertaken a minimum of five hours of relevant training or Continuous Professional
Development, either preceding the date of issue of the licence or within the 18-month period.
Tenants declaration -The licence holder shall provide to Redbridge Council the following information within 21 days of receiving a
written demand:
• The names, ages and numbers of individuals / households accommodated in the HMO specifying which rooms they occupy
within the HMO; and
• The number of individuals in each household.
Pests and infestations- Where the licence holder becomes aware of a pest problem or infestation at the HMO within 6 months of any
new tenancy, they shall take steps to ensure that an appropriate treatment programme is carried out to eradicate the pest infestation.
Records of such treatment programmes shall be kept for 12 months and shall be provided to Redbridge Council within 21 days of
receiving a written demand.
Outbuildings-The licence holder shall ensure that all outhouses, garages, sheds and other structures are kept secure and are not
used for living or sleeping accommodation without prior written consent from Redbridge Council. Outbuildings can still be used for
storage.
Copy of licence-The licence holder shall give the tenant(s) a copy of the licence to which these conditions relate at the start of their
tenancy together with an emergency contact number for the licence holder or manager of the HMO. If it is a HMO, a copy of the
licence shall also be displayed in a prominent position in the common parts of the HMO.
Change notification including Fit and proper notification -The licence holder shall inform the Housing Standards Team at
Redbridge Council in writing within 21 days of any material change as follows:
• A change in ownership or management of the HMO;
• Any proposed changes to the construction, layout or amenity provisions (HMOs only) that would affect the licence or licence
conditions; and may require Building Control consent or Planning permission
• Any changes to their circumstances which could affect their “fit and proper” person status including:
a. Details of any unspent convictions not previously disclosed by the Licence Holder involving fraud or dishonesty, violence
or drugs or any offence listed in Schedule 3 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003
b. Details of any finding by a court or tribunal against the Licence Holder and/or the property manager that he/she practised
unlawful discrimination.
c. Details of any contravention on the part of the Licence Holder or premises manager relating to housing, environmental
health, Public Health or landlord and tenant law, which has led to civil or criminal proceedings against them. Information
about any property the Licence holder or property manager owns or manages which has been subject to a control order
under section 379 of the Housing Act 1985 in the 5 years preceding the date of the application.
d. Details of any enforcement action in relation to not having a licence on a licensable property in any Borough.
e. Details of any enforcement action as described under Part 1 sections 5(2) or 7(2) of the Housing Act 2004 concerning
Category 1 and Category 2 housing condition hazards
f.
Details of any local housing authority who has either refused to grant a licence under Part 2 or 3 of the Act or has revoked
a licence.
g. Details of any interim or final management order under the Housing Act 2004
Tidy areas within curtilage - The licence holder shall put appropriate management and monitoring systems in place to ensure
that all gardens, yards and forecourts within the curtilage of the HMO are kept in a reasonably clean and tidy condition and that any
boundary fence or wall is maintained in a safe and secure condition.
Waste disposal-The Licence Holder shall comply with the Local Authority scheme and requirements for the storage and disposal
of household waste at the HMO pending collection. The licence holder shall ensure that all tenants upon commencement of their
tenancy are given details about the refuse storage arrangements, including the collection dates for refuse, recycling and green
waste, and how to present their waste for collection. Current details can be found on our website here: https://my.redbridge.gov.uk/
RecycleRefuse
Bulky Waste storage -The licence holder shall ensure that no refuse or bulky waste items are kept in the front or rear garden other
than in an appropriate storage container for that purpose. If a bulky waste collection has been arranged, the items to be collected
may be placed in the front garden awaiting collection on that day only. Details of Bulky waste collections can be found here:
https://www.redbridge.gov.uk/bins-waste-and-recycling/book-a-bulky-waste-or-large-item-collection/
Parking- The licence holder shall not allow off-street parking which involves mechanical vehicular travel across a footway or verge
unless an appropriate footway crossing and dropped kerb has been installed, as approved by the Highways Department.
New residents-The licence holder must not allow a new resident to occupy the HMO, or any part of the HMO if that occupation
exceeds the maximum number of persons or households as detailed in the schedule of permitted occupation (a new resident means
a person who was not an occupier of the HMO and/or the specific room at the date of the issue of the licence).
Overcrowding -The licence holder must ensure that rooms other than bedrooms are not used for sleeping purposes and that
occupation of bedrooms does not exceed the maximum number as stated in the licence.
Access to premises-The licence holder must arrange for access to be granted at any reasonable time and must not obstruct Council
Officers carrying out their statutory duties including the surveying of the HMO to ensure compliance with licence conditions and any
relevant legislation.
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26.

27.
28.

29.

30.

Inspections-The licence holder shall ensure that the common parts of the HMO are inspected at least monthly and individual lettings
are inspected at least every 6 months to identify any problems relating to the condition, occupation and management of the HMO
and a log shall be kept recording inspection details. The log shall include the date and time of inspection, name of person conducting
the inspection, issues found and actions taken. The licence holder shall provide a copy of the log to Redbridge Council within 21 days of
receiving a written demand.
Fire alarm test- The licence holder shall arrange for the fire alarm system to be tested at monthly intervals by a person with adequate
knowledge of the system and a log kept recording test details.
Fire alarm service -The licence holder shall arrange annual inspection and servicing of the fire alarm system and any emergency
lighting system by a competent and suitably qualified person and a log kept recording test details. For the purpose of this condition,
a suitably qualified person means an individual or organisation that is accredited by a UKAS certified certification body, to carry out
inspection and servicing of fire alarm systems.
Minimum standards-The licence holder shall comply with the Council’s approved standards for Houses in Multiple Occupation,
a copy of which is available on the Council’s website at https://www.redbridge.gov.uk/housing/private-rentals/guidance-on-hmostandards/
Planning permission and Building control consent- Since the Introduction of Article 4 on the 6th Dec 2019,
Since the Council confirmed the introduction of an Article 4 (1) Direction which came into force on 6 December 2019, permitted
development rights will no longer apply to small HMO development (Class C4 (houses in multiple occupation)) of the Town
and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended)) in the borough. Planning permission will be required for such
development proposals (HMOs with 3 to 6 unrelated persons). This does not affect Class C4 HMOs that existed prior to 6 December
2019.
If this applies to your property you will require Planning permission for “change of use” to an HMO or a Lawful Development
Certificate within the first 12 months of your licence. How to apply for this can be found here:
https://www.redbridge.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning/types-of-planning-application/
PLEASE NOTE: If a single dwelling is converted unlawfully into self-contained flats without both Planning permission and Building
Control consent being obtained (at the time of the conversion) the property will remain an HMO (known as a section 257 HMO) and
will need to be licensed as such.
To make a dwelling legally into flats, (and not an HMO) Building Regulation Consent needs to be obtained as well as Planning
permission or a Lawful Development Certificate as mentioned above. Building control information can be found here:

31.

https://www.redbridge.gov.uk/planning-and-building/building-control/
Min. space standards https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/616/made
--The Licence Holder must ensure that:
(a) The floor area of any room in the HMO used as sleeping accommodation by one person aged over 10 years is not less
than 6.51 square metres;
(b) The floor area of any room in the HMO used as sleeping accommodation by two persons aged over 10 years is not less
than 10.22 square metres;
(c)

The floor area of any room in the HMO used as sleeping accommodation by one person aged under 10 years is not less
than 4.64 square metres.

(d) Any room in the HMO with a floor area of less than 4.64 square metres is not used as sleeping accommodation.
Please note that the room floor areas referenced in this condition are nationally prescribed minimum standards.
Small room declaration-The Licence Holder shall notify the Local Housing Authority of any room in the HMO that has a floor area
of less than 4.64 square metres. This cannot be used for sleeping accommodation.
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32.

Schedule of rooms in the HMO used as sleeping accommodation
Please note: The overall maximum number of persons permitted to occupy the HMO may be lower than the sum of the total
number of persons allowed to occupy the HMO on a room by room basis. This decision is based on the number of shared facilities
and living space available.
The permitted number of persons can be achieved using any combination of the rooms below.
Some rooms may not be required to reach this occupancy and should therefore not be used.
The agreed number of Households/ Persons is based on the “ADDITIONAL LICENCE FOR A HOUSE IN MULTIPLE OCCUPATION”.
The permitted number of persons per room as detailed below must not be exceeded.
Your permitted occupancy/household levels for this licence are: Number of households ** Number of occupants **

32.
Cont.

33.

34.
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Room Location

Floor Area of Room

Maximum Permitted Number of Persons

Ground Floor Front Bedroom

** square metres

** person(s) aged over 10 years

Ground Floor Rear Bedroom

** square metres

** person(s) aged over 10 years

First Floor Front Right Bedroom

** square metres

** person(s) aged over 10 years

First Floor Rear Bedroom

** square metres

** person(s) aged over 10 years

First Floor Front Left Bedroom

** square metres

Can only be occupied by a child under 10 years

Max. permitted room occupancy -The Licence Holder shall not permit the rooms in the Schedule, which are the rooms in the HMO
that are used as sleeping accommodation, to be used as sleeping accommodation by more persons than the maximum permitted
number of persons shown in the Schedule. Exceeding these limits will be classed as a breach of this condition.
Notifications- The Licence Holder shall comply with the requirements of any notification received from the Local Housing Authority
with regard to a breach of licence conditions 30-32 as they relate to the floor area of rooms used as sleeping accommodation and the
number of persons using such rooms as sleeping accommodation and shall rectify any such breach of licence conditions within the
time period specified in the notification.
The licence holder must take all necessary steps to remedy the breach within a specified period, not exceeding 18 months from the
date of that breach.
Fire Doors - Legal requirement to ensure that there are no Category 1 or significant Category 2 fire hazards in the HMO that present
a risk to the health and safety of the occupiers of, and visitors to the property.
BEDSIT-TYPE HMOs UP TO SIX STOREYS
Please ensure that all doors to rooms used as bedrooms, communal living rooms, shared kitchens and the door to any under stairs
cupboard if housing supply meters or electrical consumer units shall be 30 minute fire resisting doors (FD30S). Each door shall be
hung on 3 No. 100mm steel or brass hinges. Each door shall be fitted with an approved self-closing device such as an hydraulically
operated overhead self- closer or a perko / perkomatic closer. The fit of the door frame is extremely important and the gap should
be as small as practical allowing the door to close freely. Where FD30 doors are fitted the gaps should not exceed that stated by the
manufacturer which is usually 3mm along the vertical edges and across top of the door leaf and around 3mm at the base. Refer to
the door manufacturer’s instructions.
Combined intumescent strips and smoke seals shall be fitted into rebates in the top and sides of each door or door frame.
Doors that need to be fitted with security locks shall be fitted with a type of security lock that can be opened from the room side
of the door without the aid of a key. Any glazing in fire resisting doors shall be of Georgian wired glass. Any glazing in borrowed
lights over doors shall be replaced with Georgian wired glass or the borrowed light removed and infilled with materials affording
30 minutes fire resistance. For example, covered with 12.5mm plaster board to both sides. All joints in the plasterboard shall be
scrimmed and skimmed and the plasterboard shall be finished with a skim coat plaster finish. Upon completion each fire resisting
door shall be able to self-close from any point on travel such that the door properly closes and engages the door latch.
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In regard to shared houses of up to two storeys:

Cont.

•
•
•

Doors leading onto the escape route must be close fitting solid timber or panelled of substantial construction.
Doors of flimsy construction or hollow infill type doors (known as ‘eggbox’) or with non-fire-resisting glazing will not be
accepted.

Existing fire doors which have combined smoke and intumescent seals will be accepted where an interlinked detector is
provided to the room.
In regard to shared houses of up to four storeys:
FD30 fire doors must be installed to provide 30 minute protection on all exits on to the protected route and incorporate
intumescent strips along both vertical and top edges of the door. Each door shall be hung on 3 No. 100mm steel or brass hinges.
Each door shall be fitted with an approved self-closing device such as an hydraulically operated overhead self- closer or a perko /
perkomatic closer. The fit of the door frame is extremely important and the gap should be as small as practical allowing the door to
close freely. Where FD30 doors are fitted the gaps should not exceed that stated by the manufacturer which is usually 3mm along
the vertical edges and across top of the door leaf and around 10mm at the base. Refer to the door manufacturer’s instructions
Existing fire doors which have combined smoke and intumescent seals will be accepted where an interlinked detector is provided
to the room.
In regard to shared houses of up to six storeys:
FD30S fire doors must be installed to provide 30 minute protection on all exits on to the protected route and incorporate
intumescent strips along both vertical and top edges of the door. Each door shall be hung on 3 No. 100mm steel or brass hinges.
Each door shall be fitted with an approved self-closing device such as an hydraulically operated overhead self- closer or a perko /
perkomatic closer. The fit of the door frame is extremely important and the gap should be as small as practical allowing the door to
close freely. Where FD30S doors are fitted the gaps should not exceed that stated by the manufacturer which is usually 3mm along
the vertical edges and across top of the door leaf and around 3mm at the base. Refer to the door manufacturer’s instructions

•

•
•

Combined intumescent strips and smoke seals shall be fitted into rebates in the top and sides of each door or door frame.
In regard to S.257 HMO:

•
•

35.

Each flat entrance door shall be a FD30S fire resisting door.

The internal doors within each flat are to be sound, well-constructed and close fitting.
Fire Detection Systems
Legal requirement to ensure that there are no Category 1 or significant Category 2 fire hazards in the HMO that present a risk to
the health and safety of the occupiers of, and any visitors to the property.
The following are summaries of the likely requirements for two and three storey HMOs. Please note additional works
may be identified when the property is inspected.
THREE STOREY (OR ABOVE) BEDSIT HMO WITH SHARED COOKING FACILITIES. DETECTION: GRADE A, LD2.
The fire detection and warning system must be fitted, maintained and tested in accordance with BS 5839-6:2019. The
minimum requirement is a Grade A, LD2 system. Grade A, LD2 systems are required in all HMO properties which have
three or more storeys including basements.
Grade A: a fire detection and alarm system that is designed and installed in accordance with the recommendations of the BS
5839-6:2019 and which comprises a system of electrically operated smoke and/or Heat detectors which are linked to a control
panel. The panel must conform to British Standards BS EN 54. The system must incorporate manual call points adjacent to all final
exits and at each landing level if deemed appropriate. The alarm signal should achieve a sound level of at least 65dB(A)in all parts
of the building and75dB(A) at all bed heads.
LD2 coverage: a system installed throughout the dwelling incorporating smoke detectors (linked) in all circulation spaces that
form part of the escape routes from the dwelling, and in all occupied rooms and areas in which fire might start (storage rooms,
under stair compartments, basements etc), including a heat detector in any kitchen
Bedrooms with cooking facilities - mains wired interlinked heat detector, plus a non-interlinked smoke detector. Fire blanket
required and a carbon monoxide detector where applicable
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TWO STOREY (BEDSIT) HMO WITH SHARED COOKING FACILITIES. DETECTION GRADE: GRADE D1, LD2.
The fire detection and warning system must be fitted, maintained and tested in accordance with BS 5839-6:2019. The
minimum requirement is a Grade D1, LD2 system.
Grade D1: A system of one or more mains powered detectors, each with a tamper proof standby supply consisting of a battery or
batteries. These are designed to operate in the event of mains failure and therefore could be connected to the local lighting circuit
rather than an independent circuit at the dwellings main distribution board.
LD2 coverage: a system installed throughout the dwelling incorporating detectors in all circulation spaces that form part of the
escape routes from the dwelling, and in all occupied rooms and areas in which fire might start (which may include storage rooms,
under stair compartments, basements etc.)
Bedrooms with cooking facilities - mains wired interlinked heat detector, plus a non-interlinked smoke detector. Fire blanket
required and a carbon monoxide detector where applicable.
SHARED HOUSE
HMOs described as shared houses are where the whole property has been rented out by an identifiable group of unrelated
sharers such as students, work colleagues or friends as joint tenants. They share kitchen, dining facilities, bathroom, WC, lounge
and all other parts of the house. All tenants will have exclusive legal possession and control of all parts of the house, including all
the bedrooms. There is normally a significant degree of social interaction as they know each other. There is a single joint tenancy
agreement with vicarious responsibility and therefore the landlord does not decide who lets a room should someone leave.
BS5839-6:2019 specifies that a HMO can only be referred to as a ‘shared house HMO’ for fire purposes if the property is shared by
no more than 6 people.
SHARED HOUSE UP TO FOUR STOREYS
The fire detection and warning system must be fitted, maintained and tested in accordance with BS 5839-6:2019. The
minimum requirement is a Grade D1, LD3 system.

•
•
•

Interlinked mains wired smoke alarms in the escape route at all floor levels including any cellar or basement

•
•
•

Interlinked mains wired smoke alarms in the escape route at all floor levels including any cellar or basement

Interlinked heat alarm in the kitchen area

Interlinked smoke alarm in lounge/communal area
SHARED HOUSE UP TO SIX STOREYS
The fire detection and warning system must be fitted, maintained and tested in accordance with BS 5839-6:2019. The
minimum requirement is a Grade A, LD2 system.
Interlinked heat alarm in the kitchen area
Interlinked smoke alarms in all risk rooms leading onto the escape route including bedrooms, storage rooms, under stair
compartments.

SECTION 257 HMOS
A Section 257 HMO is defined in the Housing Act 2004 as a building or any part of a building which has been converted into and
which consists entirely of self-contained flats. The conversion works carried out do not comply with Building Regulations.
The appropriate building standards are:

•

The Building Regulations imposed at the time that the building was converted; unless the building work was completed before
the 1 June 1992, in which case they are the Building Regulations 1991.

In summary therefore, if a building or part of that building is converted into and consists entirely of self-contained flats, and
less than two-thirds of those flats are owner occupied, and no Building Control completion certificate can be produced for the
conversion works, the building shall be considered to be a Section 257 HMO
Section 257 HMOs - Within the internal hallway of the flat a Grade D1, LD3 system is required, but the smoke detectors within each
flat in the property or block shall not be interlinked to the other flats or communal areas within the block .The smoke detector
should ideally be mains wired (not interlinked) but if not it may then be a stand-alone tamper proof smoke detector fitted with a
ten-year sealed lithium battery or a stand-alone smoke detector fitted with a standard battery is acceptable as a final alternative.
Within the common parts of properties which are three or more storeys that are Section 257 HMOs a Grade A, LD2 system is
required together with a heat detector located in each flat in the room or lobby which opens onto the escape route. The heat
detectors in each flat shall be interlinked to the other flats and the smoke detectors in the communal areas of the block.
Owners of privately rented flats within converted properties may have no responsibility for the fire detection system in the
common parts of the building and should contact the freeholder in this respect.
Wireless Systems:
The Council will accept fire detection and alarm systems that are interlinked wirelessly through radio frequency technology
provided that such systems comply with BS 5839, in particular in respect of certain certification of network coverage in the
property.
Upload certificate on to the on-line application.
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Fire protection of staircases- The licence holder shall ensure that the underside of the staircase from ground floor to ceiling level
where it is exposed or is within an under stairs cupboard and, where applicable, the underside of any staircase rising from first floor
level to upper floor levels, shall be upgraded to provide 30 minutes fire resistance. This can be achieved by lining the underside of
the staircase with one layer of plasterboard that is at least 12.5mm thick and which is fixed to the underside of the staircase using
proprietary plasterboard nails. All joints in the plasterboard shall be scrimmed and skimmed and the plasterboard shall be finished
with a skim coat plaster finish. The licence holder shall ensure that this condition is complied with within 2 calendar months from
the date that the HMO licence is granted.
Fire blanket- The licence holder shall supply a fire blanket in each shared kitchen in the HMO and in each bedsitting room within the
HMO that has its own cooking facilities. The fire blanket shall comply with BS 6575 and be of the light duty type and be wall mounted
at a height of approx. 1.5m and be located closer to the room exit than the cooking facility. The licence holder shall ensure that this
condition is complied with within 2 calendar months from the date that the HMO licence is granted.
Fire Separation, including basements, and surface finishes and floor coverings - The licence holder shall ensure that all walls
in the HMO that separate rooms used as bedrooms, communal living rooms and shared kitchens from the staircase enclosure shall
provide 30 minutes fire resistance from the room side of the wall. Brick built walls and traditional stud and plasterboard walls will
achieve this. Walls that are of lath and plaster construction will not achieve this and will need to be upgraded to provide 30 minutes
fire resistance. This can be achieved by removing skirting boards, architraves, etc and all lath and plaster construction from the
room side of the wall and lining the exposed studwork with one layer of plasterboard that is at least 12.5mm thick and which is
fixed using proprietary plasterboard nails. All joints in the plasterboard shall be scrimmed and skimmed and the plasterboard shall
be finished with a skim coat of plaster. All skirting boards, architraves, etc. shall be reinstated upon completion. Walls that separate
bedroom from bedroom, or bedrooms from shared kitchens or communal living rooms, need to provide 30 minutes fire resistance
from both sides of the wall. (IF APPLICABLE)
The licence holder shall ensure that where a basement storey in the HMO is used for any habitable purposes that there shall be
30 minutes fire separation provided between the basement and the ground floor of the HMO. This will be achieved by lining the
underside of the basement ceiling with one layer of plasterboard that is at least 12.5mm thick and which is fixed using proprietary
plasterboard nails. All joints in the plasterboard shall be scrimmed and skimmed and the plasterboard shall be finished with a skim
coat of plaster. (IF APPLICABLE)
The licence holder shall ensure that any basement storey that is not used for habitable purposes but which is still integral to the
HMO, for example where it is used for storage, or it houses the gas and electricity meters, or access to it is required for essential
repairs, shall be provided with 30 minutes fire separation between the basement storey and the ground floor of the HMO. This will
be achieved by lining the underside of the basement ceiling with one layer of plasterboard that is at least 12.5mm thick and which
is fixed using proprietary plasterboard nails. All joints in the plasterboard shall be scrimmed and skimmed and the plasterboard
shall be finished with a skim coat of plaster. (IF APPLICABLE)
The licence holder shall ensure that combustible surface finishes are not permitted in the protected means of escape route in the
HMO. The surface finishes in the protected means of escape route shall only be of non-combustible materials or materials of limited
combustibility, for example brickwork, concrete, plasterboard and plastered finishes, which have a Class 0 surface spread of flame
rating. Surface finishes with a Class 1 rating will be acceptable in rooms within the HMO. Surface finishes with a Class 3 rating, for
example polystyrene wall and ceiling tiles, are not permitted in the protected means of escape route. (IF APPLICABLE)
The licence holder shall ensure that this condition is complied with within 2 calendar months from the date that the HMO licence is
granted.
Emergency Lighting- The licence holder shall ensure that an emergency escape route lighting system is installed. The system
shall comply with BS 5266 and it shall automatically illuminate upon the failure of the power supply to the conventional artificial
lighting circuit. The system shall comprise self-contained, non-maintained luminaires that provide 3 hours of emergency lighting,
categorised as NM/3. The luminaires shall be installed in the locations agreed and confirmed by the Local Authority Housing
Enforcement Officer. The licence holder shall ensure that this condition is complied with within 2 calendar months from the date
that the HMO licence is granted.
(Emergency lighting of the means of escape route is only required in larger buildings with long escape routes, buildings
with a complex layout, buildings with no natural or borrowed lighting in the escape route, or buildings with vulnerable
occupiers.
(IF APPLICABLE)
Final exit doors – The licence holder shall ensure that all final exit doors from the HMO are fitted with security locks or other opening
mechanisms that are openable by the occupiers of the HMO from the inside without the use of a removable key. The licence holder
shall ensure that this condition is complied with within 2 calendar months from the date that the HMO licence is granted.
Gas or electric meters or consumer units in the means of escape route – The licence holder shall ensure that any gas or electric
meter or electrical installation consumer unit that is located in the means of escape route from the HMO shall be enclosed in fire
resisting construction affording 30 minutes fire resistance. The licence holder shall ensure that this condition is complied with within
2 calendar months from the date that the HMO licence is granted (IF APPLICABLE)
Loft hatches – The licence holder shall ensure that any loft hatch located in the ceiling over the means of escape route from the
HMO or within the ceiling of any room in the HMO other than a bath or shower room shall be upgraded to provide 30 minutes fire
resistance. The licence holder shall ensure that this condition is complied with within 2 calendar months from the date that the HMO
licence is granted. (IF APPLICABLE)
Window restrictors – The licence holder shall ensure that all windows to habitable rooms in the HMO at first floor level and above
are fitted with window restrictors that limit the opening of the main opening light of the window to 100mm and which can be overridden in the event of using the window as a means of escape in the event of fire. The licence holder shall ensure that this condition
is complied with within 2 calendar months from the date that the HMO licence is granted.
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Means of escape route – The licence holder shall ensure that the means of escape route from the HMO in the event of fire is
maintained free of obstruction and fire risks at all times whilst the HMO is occupied.
Additional Licence HMO - Extra condition(s) (relative to this property)

Conditions related to remedial works subject to the compliance visit:
The licence holder must ensure they carry out the following remedial works if not done already:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

The licence holder should be aware they have 3 months to complete all remedial works and/or forward all outstanding certificates/
documentation as requested to Prslicensing@redbridge.gov.uk from the date of the full licence being issued. A secondary compliance
check will then be carried out for any outstanding works and if the property fails to meet the conditions set out in the Licence above, the
authority may take formal action against the licence holder.
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